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Abstract. Interfaces that allow users to interact with a computing sys-
tem by using free-hand mid-air gestures are becoming increasingly preva-
lent. A typical shortcoming of such gesture-based interfaces, however,
is their lack of a haptic component. One technology with the poten-
tial to address this issue, is ultrasound mid-air haptic feedback. At the
moment, haptic sensations are typically designed by system engineers
and experts. In the case of gestural interfaces, researchers started involv-
ing non-expert users to define suitable gestures for specific interactions.
To our knowledge, no studies have involved – from a similar participatory
design perspective – laymen to generate mid-air haptic sensations. We
present the results of an end-user elicitation study yielding a user-defined
set of mid-air haptic sensations to match gestures used for interacting
with an Augmented Reality menu environment. In addition, we discuss
the suitability of the end-user elicitation method to that end.
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1 Introduction

While advancements in gesture recognition technologies (e.g., Microsoft Kinect,
Leap Motion) open up exciting new ways of human-computer interaction, one
important constraint they face is their lack of a haptic component. One tech-
nology that carries the potential to address this shortcoming, without impeding
the user with wearables or hand-held devices, is ultrasound mid-air haptic feed-
back [2,3]. By generating pressure fields in mid-air via an array of ultrasound
transducers, this technology allows the user to experience a sense of touch on the
palm and fingers of the unencumbered hand. The ultrasound waves that create
these pressure fields can be meticulously altered, opening up a quasi-infinite set
of sensations, shapes and patterns. Typically, it is experts and specialists who
are tasked with their design. For gestures, however, it has already been argued
that even though designer-designed gestures might be expertly crafted, end-user
elicited gestures are more intuitive, guessable and preferred [4]. Accordingly, we
believe this might be true for mid-air haptic sensations too. To our knowledge,
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so far only one other study has involved end-users to create mid-air haptic sen-
sations [5]. However, whereas their goal was for participants to create mid-air
haptic sensations to convey and mediate emotions to others, we wanted to test
whether novice users can ideate haptic sensations to match gestures used for
operating a menu in Augmented Reality (AR). To this end, we turned to Wob-
brock et al.’s end-user elicitation methodology [12]. Typically, such elicitation
studies present participants with one or more referents for which they are asked
to ideate a suitable symbol. A referent is the effect of an interaction with an
interface (e.g., an increase in volume on a music player). The symbol is the cor-
responding action (input) that is required to invoke the referent (e.g., turning the
volume knob clockwise). In principle, a symbol can be anything that computing
systems are able to register as input. This method has been used to design sym-
bols (input) to actuate, among others, touchscreens [13], virtual & augmented
reality [6], smart glasses [9], home entertainment systems [10] and public dis-
plays [7]. Whereas up until now participants of end-user elicitation studies were
tasked with the ideation of the symbol, we assigned ours with the elicitation
of what we suggest to call intermediary referents. ‘Intermediary’ means it con-
cerns not the main system output (referent), but rather a form of feedback that
accompanies it. Common examples might be the vibrotactile feedback we feel
when typing on our smartphone, or the beeping tones we hear when adjusting
the volume.

With this work, we present a set of user-defined intermediary referents in the
form of mid-air haptic sensations to match a set of gestures used for interacting
with an AR interface. We discuss the eligibility of the end-user elicitation method
for their design.

2 Study Setup

Twenty-four non-specialist participants were invited individually to our lab in
Leuven, Belgium to elicit a set of five mid-air haptic sensations to match five
gestures actuating an AR menu. Given the novelty of mid-air haptics, partic-
ipants were recruited from a list of people who had previously taken part in
a study involving ultrasound mid-air haptics. They were still non-experts, but
had at least a basic understanding of what the technology does and how it feels.
Ages ranged from 19 to 56 (µ = 26, 2). Ten participants were male, fourteen
were female.

2.1 Apparatus and Gesture Selection

For our participants to interact with an AR menu, we chose Microsoft’s HoloLens
as it is by default gesture-controlled and free of hand-held controllers or wear-
ables. Three proprietary gestures allow for its actuation: 1) ‘bloom’ (used to
evoke the home menu at any time to easily navigate in and out of applications);
2) ‘air tap’ (used to select things, equivalent to a mouse click on a desktop); 3)
‘tap and hold’ (equivalent of keeping a mouse-button pressed, e.g., for scrolling
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on a page). ‘Air tap’ was left out because it is similar to ‘tap and hold’ in every
aspect except for its duration (‘air tap’ being more brief and thus less suitable
for mid-air haptic actuation). In addition to the default HoloLens commands,
we turned to Piumsomboon et al.’s user-defined AR gesture set [6] to supple-
ment the HoloLens gestures. From it, we selected three additional gestures for
our study: a) ‘swipe’ (used to rotate a carousel); b) ‘stop’ (used to pause, e.g.,
a song or video); and c) ‘spin [index finger]’ (used to increase or decrease the
volume). We chose these three gestures because they were directly applicable to
interactions that are possible in the existing HoloLens menu environment (e.g.,
by using the multimedia player) and because they leave at least part of the
palm and fingers unadorned and thus free to be actuated by ultrasound waves
(whereas, e.g., a clenched fist would occlude each operable area of the hand).

2.2 Procedure

The goal of the study was explained to each participant as follows: while wearing
a Microsoft HoloLens, they would execute five basic menu-related tasks in AR
by using bare-hand gestures in mid-air. For each gesture, they would ideate a
mid-air haptic sensation that suits this gesture best and feels most ‘logical’ for
that interaction. At the start of each session, participants were presented a set
of ten distinct mid-air haptic sensations to (re)acquaint themselves with the
different adjustable properties (i.e., location on the hand, shape of the pattern,
duration, dynamics and single-point vs. multi-point feedback).

Using the five gestures described above, participants then completed a set
of tasks in AR. For each gesture, participants were encouraged to think out
loud, depict and describe what mid-air haptic sensation they would want it to
be accompanied by. Sessions had a duration of approximately 45 min. Because
wearing an AR headset for a prolonged time becomes cumbersome and con-
sidering the time required to elicit and explain in detail each mid-air haptic
sensation, we deliberately kept the set of tasks relatively small in comparison
to other elicitation studies. For each participant, the entire process was video
and audio recorded. In addition, the study moderator took notes; inquired for
clarification, and reminded participants to go over all the adjustable properties
that constitute a mid-air haptic pattern (cfr. supra).

Naturally, the HoloLens is by default unable to detect Piumsomboon’s ges-
tures and respond to them. This is why during each session, the proprietary
HoloLens gestures were always visited first. After having performed the two
‘functional’ HoloLens gestures and having ideated a matching mid-air haptic
sensation for them, participants were able to more easily perform the ‘non-
functional’ gestures from Piumsomboon’s user-defined set and imagine them
having the targeted effect. No participants indicated having difficulties with this.

As to not curb creativity, we emphasized that technical limitations and fea-
sibility did not have to be considered. Participants were told to simply imagine
what they would want to feel and not worry about how the mid-air haptic sensa-
tion would be emitted on the hand. For example, we explained that the mid-air
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haptics could be emitted from the HoloLens itself (as in a similar setup presented
by [8]) rather than from a unit standing on the table.

3 Analysis

All elicited sensations were analyzed and categorized based on the researcher
transcripts and audiovisual recordings made during the elicitation phase.
Because we allowed participants a high degree of freedom, often minor variations
on similar ideas and patterns were proposed. Rather than discriminating sensa-
tions from each other for each identifiable objective inconsistency, we assessed
and categorized them on a conceptual level. For example, to summon the ‘home
menu tile’ in AR by making a ‘bloom’ gesture, 11/24 participants suggested a
single short mid-air haptic sensation felt on the palm of the hand right after
finishing the movement. Whether this sensation had the shape of, e.g., a square
or a circle was not deemed imperative to the conceptualization and thus all 11
designs in which ‘a short sensation on the palm to confirm that the gesture was
well registered’ was described, were placed in the same conceptual group.

As such, all 120 ideated sensations were classified based on their conceptual
similarity. This resulted in 26 different conceptual groups, each representing a
distinct conceptual model of mid-air haptic feedback. To understand the degree
of consensus on the conceptual groups among participants, the revised agreement
rate AR by Vatavu & Wobbrock [11] was calculated for each gesture:

AR(r) =
|P |

|P | − 1

∑

Pi⊆P

( |Pi|
|P |

)2

− 1
|P | − 1

where P is the total amount of elicited sensations per task and Pi is the subset
of sensations with a similar conceptual model for that task. To revisit ‘bloom’
as an example; the conceptual groups contained respectively 11, 8, 2, 2 and 1
user-elicited mid-air haptic design(s). The agreement score for this gesture is
then calculated as follows:
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4 Results

Each participant ideated one mid-air haptic sensation for each of the five ges-
tures, resulting in a total of 120 sensations. Table 1 shows the agreement rate for
each gesture/task.

Bloom. The bloom gesture, used to summon the home menu tile at any given
moment in the HoloLens environment requires all 5 finger tips to be pressed
together and then opened into a flat hand, palm facing up, with space between
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Table 1. Consensus set of user-defined mid-air haptic sensations

Gesture Bloom Tap and hold Swipe Stop Spin

Visual depiction
(darker = stronger)

Agreement rate
(AR)

0.308 0.308 0.228 0.576 0.297

each finger. Out of 24 participants, 11 suggested to receive a simple, short one-
time feedback on the hand palm that immediately disappears again and confirms
that the gesture has been registered well (AR = 0.308). The other conceptual
groups were a) ‘opening circle on the palm of the hand to mimic the menu being
spawned from the hand (n = 8); b) ‘constant sensation on the entire palm that
remains present as long as the menu is opened’ (n=1); c) ‘horizontal line rolling
from the bottom of the palm up to the fingertips’ (n = 2); and d) ‘mid-air haptic
sensation on each fingertip that becomes sensible starting from the moment the
fingertips are pressed together until the moment the gesture is completed (n = 2).

Tap and Hold. The ‘tap and hold’ gesture is used to scroll through pages and
requires the user to pinch together their stretched-out index finger and thumb
and maintain this posture in order for the scroll modus to remain activated.
Users can then lift or lower the hand to move the page up and down. Scroll
speed can be adjusted by moving the hand further up and down in respect to
the original location. The conceptual sensation that was elicited most often here
(n = 11, AR = 0.308) was ‘a constant sensation on the tip of the thumb and index
finger that remains sensible as long as the scroll functionality is active, with the
intensity depending on the speed at which the user scrolls’. An almost similar
design proposed by 8 other participants also suggested a constant sensation on
the tips of the index finger and thumb. However, they made no notion of the
intensity corresponding to the scrolling speed.

Swipe. To rotate through a carousel, HoloLens users normally have to point
and click on elements in the far left or far right of that carousel. We, however,
asked our participants to imagine that instead, they could use a full-hand ‘swipe’
to rotate the elements in the carousel. We clarified that this ‘swipe’ gesture was
appropriated from Piumsomboon et al.’s user-defined gesture set for AR, and
that it would not actually work with the HoloLens. Nonetheless, participants
were asked to perform the gesture multiple times and imagine the carousel actu-
ally rotating. None of them indicated having trouble imagining this work and
multiple participants spontaneously commented that this would indeed increase
the ease of use. With an agreement rate of 0.228, the conceptual group on which
there was most consensus contained the design of 10 participants who suggested
to feel a ‘vertical line that “rolls” over the entire length of the hand (i.e., from
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the bottom of the palm over to the fingertips) while making the gesture’. The
two (out of five) other most popular conceptual groups were ‘sensation (static)
that decreased in intensity while moving the hand’ (n = 4) and a concept similar
to the consensus sensation but with the line being fixed to one location instead
of ‘rolling’ over the hand (n = 5).

Stop. Using the HoloLens media player, participants watched a short movie
and were asked to imagine they could pause it by briefly holding out a flat hand
(‘stop gesture’) in front of them. This was the second non-functional gesture,
yet again, none of the participants indicated having trouble to imagine it work.
The consensus on elicited sensations for this gesture was ‘very high’ (AR =
0.576) [11]. Eighteen participants proposed ‘a single short sensation to confirm
that the gesture has been registered’, similar to the consensus sensation for
‘bloom’. The other 6 participants (n = 3, respectively) wanted to feel a) ‘a
sensation on the hand as long as the movie remained paused (as opposed to one
short confirmation)’; and b) ‘a sensation that enlarged and/or intensified while
the hand was brought forward, to only be emitted at full strength when the arm
was completely stretched out and the screen paused.

Spin. We asked participants to imagine that they could adjust the volume of
the AR environment by spinning their stretched index finger clockwise (increase)
or counter-clockwise (decrease). Seven different conceptual groups were needed
to classify the heterogeneous ideas that were elicited for this gesture. The design
on which there was most consensus (n = 12, AR = 0.297) was described as
‘a constant sensation on the index fingertip or on the entire index finger, with
intensity increasing or decreasing according to the volume’

5 Discussion

The presented sensations constitute a user-defined consensus set of mid-air hap-
tic sensations that match gestures used to interact with an Augmented Reality
menu environment. Despite the quasi-infinite range of possible mid-air haptic
sensations and the idiosyncrasy of its features (timing, dynamics, location on
the hand, intensity, . . . ), the agreement scores of our final five gestures (between
0.228 and 0.576) can be regarded as medium (0.100–0.300) to very high (>0.500)
according to [11]. As the consensus set shows, the majority of participants seemed
to prefer relatively simple and straightforward sensations to amplify their ges-
tures. In addition to an inclination towards non-complex sensations, also note-
worthy was how participants used mid-air haptic intensity in their elicited sen-
sations. Depending on the functionality of the associated gesture, in some cases
intensity was indeed a key feature. When the gesture actuated a discrete func-
tion (e.g., bloom and stop), a short monotone sensation was usually preferred,
whereas more continuous menu-actions (e.g., scrolling through a page or adjust-
ing volume) came with more continuous (i.e., changing intensity) sensations.
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Administering the end-user elicitation method to generate what we propose
to label as intermediary referents instead of symbols, shows promise but requires
some remarks too. Our study suggests this method to be useful for the ideation
of user-defined mid-air haptic sensations, however, for other sensory modalities
it might not be as easy to have non-experts elicit novel designs and forms.
Novices may not be familiar enough with the adjustable variables and properties
of a sensorial modality in order to ideate variants of it. This contrasts with the
end-user elicitation of, e.g., gestures, as people are apprehensive of their own
physical possibilities (and limitations) and therefore inherently more capable of
expressing themselves physically. Asking untrained participants to ideate, e.g.,
auditory intermediary referents (sound design), would assumedly require more
training and/or facilitating tools. The think-aloud protocol that was used for our
study, in combination with the available UltraHaptics kit on which simulations of
elicitations could be depicted, was in our case proficient. However, when having
end-users elicit other types of intermediary referents, we advise to assess well up
front whether a modality is at all suitable for end-user elicitation and to think
of the means or tools necessary to allow participants to elicit new variants of it.

Finally, one way to further validate the results of an elicitation study is what
Ali et al. [1] describe as end-user identification studies. They are the conceptual
inverse of elicitation studies: they present participants with a symbol and ask
which referent would be invoked by it. In the case of intermediary referents,
then, a control group would be asked to identify from a set of mid-air haptic
sensations, which one suits a specific symbol (gesture) best. This would be a
beneficial topic for follow-up research.
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